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1.

4, OperationalAmplifierhas inputs.

(a) single (b) similar {e) zero

5. CMRR stands for which of the following?

{a) Central Mode Rejection Ratio
(c) Comrnon Model Rejection Ratio

(b) coupling capacitors
(d) transition capacitors

(b) Synchronous counters
(d) VLSI counters

(b) By utilizing two transistors
(d) By adding a capacitor to the output

{d) Cifferential

(b) Cross Mode Rejection Ratio

{d} Common Mode Rejection Ratio

The Exclusive-OR gate recognizes only words with an number of 1s.

(a) even (b) odd (c) equal {d) ordinary

7. Small-scale integration (SSl) refers to lCs with fewer than Cates on the same chip,

(a) 12 (b) 24 (c) 32 (d) 64

emitter in put transistor.

{c) multiple (d) cornrncn

8. The standard TTL NAND gate has

{a) single (b) grounded

9. When the set is enabled in S-R flip flop then the r:Lrtput ,ririll be

(a) Reset (b) set (c) no crldrlge (d) intermediate

10. Ripple counters are also called _
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2.

3.

4.

Fill in the blanks and True-False. (Attempt All)
Fill in the blanks.

ln CE amplifier the voltage gain is in mid frequency region. (zero, constant)

CMRR of an Op-Amp should be as _ as possible. (large, small)

NAND gate is equivalent to bubbled _ gate. (OR, AND)

5400 series TTL gates are used for 

---** 
applications. (commercial, military)
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Note : All the symbols have their usual meaning.

Write correct answer for each of the following MCqr. {Attempt All)

ln low frequency response, the voltage gain of an amplifier 
-- 

with increase in

frequency.

(a) increases (b) decreases {c} rer*ains constant (d) remains zero

lntransistoramplifier,highfrequencyresponseisdeterminedby-'
{a) bypass capacitors
(c) junction capacitors

(a) SSI counters
(c) Asynchronous counters

3. How do we obtain sinusoidal output out of a class B amplifier?

(a) By using non-sinusoidal inputs
(c) By biasing it in the active region
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State whether True or False

ln transistor amprifier, row frequency response is determined by coupring capacitors.
The bandwidth of an ideal Op-Amp is infinite.

' The bipolqr technology uses transistors for fabrication on a chip.
A flip flop cannot be used as a register.

Answer brieffu anv ten of the following questions.

what is the significance of emitter bypass capacitor in common emitter amprifier?

Explain hybrid capacitances in high frequency model for CE amplifier.

Giving proper diagram describe Cross Over Distortion.

What are the characteristics of an ideal of Op_Amp ?

Explain the term Operational Ampiifier.

Define op-Amp parameters : rnput offset current (ro,) and input offset vortage (V.,).
Convert following hexadecirnal numbers to binary numbers.
(i) BAD6 (ii) FE4c

Explain giving figure double inversion with two cascaded inverters. Does the connection actslike inverter or noninverter?

9. Briefly explain bipolar and MOS families of digital tCs.

10. What is race condition? Explain.

11. Explain the operation of RS flip-flop.

L2, Briefly exglain buffer register.

Answer anv four of the following questions in detail

Giving proper circuit diagram explain the effect of emitter bypass capacitor on low frequenry
response of cE amplifier. Prove that the power gain at low frequency drops 3 dB from gain at
the'mid frequency.

Draw the circuit diagram of class B push-puil amprifier and exprain its working.
Drawing AC equivalent circuit of differential amplifier and hence derive expression for gain of
the amplifier in difference mode configuration.

Describe the application of op-Amp, summing Amprifier using inverting mode.

Giving proper logic circuit diagrams and truth tables explain basic and universal logic gates.

Giving proper circuit diagram explain the working of two inputs TTL NAND gate. Explain
Totem-pole output.

with suitable logic diagram explain the working of JK Master-slave flip-flop.

Explain thb working of 4-bit ring counter with suitable logic circuit diagram. Discuss its
applications.
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